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ABSTRACT 
SELF-INCOMPATIBILTY IN ZINNIA ANGUSTIFOLIA HBK (COMPOSITAE): 




RAYMOND R. SAMAHA, B.S., AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Thomas H. Boyle 
Embryo set, normal light microscopy, and incident-light fluorescence 
microscopy were used to assess self-incompatibility (SI) in Zinnia 
angustifolia HBK. Percentage of florets with embryos 21 days following 
self- or incompatible cross-pollinations ranged from 0 to 9.9%, whereas 
compatible crosses yielded 55.5 to 87.1% florets with embryos. For the 
second technique, pollinated pistils were stained with aniline blue in 
lactophenol and viewed with normal light microscopy; pollen load and 
number of germinated grains were significantly higher for compatible 
compared to incompatible crosses, and both variables were positively 
correlated (r = 0.89 - 0.96) to % embryos observed 21 days following 
crosses. For the third technique, pollinated pistils were stained using 
decolorized aniline blue and viewed with incident-light fluorescence 
microscopy; among compatible crosses, pollen load was higher and little 
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or no callose was observed in stigmatic papillae, whereas for 
incompatible crosses, pollen load was low and callose lenticules were 
deposited in stigmatic papillae. Callose fluorescence was quantified on 
pollinated pistils using a photomultiplier connected to an 
epifluorescence microscope. Mean callose fluorescence intensity ranged 
from 47.9% to 62.6% for incompatible and from 6.4% to 9.9% for 
compatible crosses, and was negatively correlated (r = -0.95) with % 
embryos observed 21 days following crosses. Microscopal techniques 
permit rapid assessment of SI and may be used routinely when each 
observed or measured paramenter is highly correlated to the 
incompatibility response. In a second series of experiments, the 
genetics of SI in Z. angustifolia was studied. Two Z_. angustifolia 
clones were used as parental material, and 14 clones were generated, 
intercrossed in a full diallel, and reciprocally backcrossed to both 
parents. Both F£ and backcross progeny were generated and tested for 
incompatibility responses. Zinnia angustifolia expressed a one—locus 
sporophytic SI system with a linear dominance series of S—alleles in 
both pistil and pollen. 
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CHAPTER 1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Self-incompatibility (SI) is a genetically induced mechanism whereby 
a hermaphroditic seed plant producing functional male and female gametes 
is unable to generate zygotes after self pollination (Lundqvist, 1964). 
The SI system is based on the capacity of the pistil to reject a pollen 
grain or tube that is carrying the same incompatibility allele (de 
Nettancourt, 1977). 
Self-incompatibility is also defined to include incompatible matings 
between plants with identical incompatibility alleles, and the rejection 
reactions following incompatible cross pollinations are 
indistinguishable from those following self pollinations. The responses 
following incompatible matings suggest the SI phenomenon involves a 
cell-cell recognition system, and thus recognition factors are 
prerequisites for rejection reactions. It appears that the SI 
recognition process involved is very similar to the immune system found 
in vertebrates: both systems depend on an interaction between membrane- 
or wall-bound molecules and extracellular molecules (Knox and Clarke, 
1984). However, plants carrying an SI system will reject "self" 
genotypes whereas immune systems will reject "foreign" genotypes 
(Heslop-Harrison, 1975). 
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Classification of SI 
Self-incompatibility can be classified according to the stage 
at which the male gametophyte receives the necessary information for the 
determination of the incompatibility phenotype (de Nettancourt, 1977). 
Two distinct systems have been discerned: gametophytic and sporophytic. 
In gametophytic self-incompatibility (GSI) systems, the incompatibility 
phenotype of pollen is determined by the individual microspore genotype, 
while in sporophytic self-incompatibility (SSI) systems the 
incompatibility phenotype of pollen is determined by the 
pollen-generating parent (sporophyte). Hence, pollen produced by a 
heterozygous diploid plant expressing GSI will carry two incompatibility 
phenotypes (1:1), whereas all pollen produced by a plant expressing SSI 
will carry the same incompatibility phenotype. This basic difference 
between the genetic control of SSI and GSI reflects differences in the 
timing of expression for gene(s) controlling incompatibility (de 
Nettancourt, 1977). 
Families known to display GSI are the Solanaceae, Rosaceae, and 
Liliaceae; families expressing SSI are the Compositae and Cruciferae 
(Heslop-Harrison, 1975). 
One of the main dissimilarities between GSI and SSI systems is 
exhibited in stigma morphology. Most genera with GSI systems have "wet" 
stigmas with smooth surfaces (or low papillae) bearing copious exudates 
at maturity (Heslop-Harrison et al., 1975). These secretions accumulate 
over time and form a viscous coating where pollen grains attach and 
germinate. In contrast, "dry" stigmas occur in families characterized 
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by a SSI system and in the Gramineae (two-loci GSI); "dry" stigmas have 
well-developed papillae and lack copious exudate at maturity. Among the 
Cruciferae and Compositae species, papillae are characterized by 
an outer hydrated proteinaceous pellicle and an inner cuticle (Mattsson 
et al., 1974). The cuticle is comprised of short radially directed rods 
with discontinuities which provide for water movement from protoplasts 
of papillae to the pellicle. 
A strong relationship has been found between pollen cytology and SI 
systems (Brewbaker, 1957). In general, pollen is binucleate (one 
vegetative and one generative cell nucleus) and relatively long-lived in 
species exhibiting GSI, whereas pollen is trinucleate (one vegetative 
cell nucleus and two gametic nuclei), does not easily germinate in 
vitro, and is relatively short-lived in species displaying SSI. An 
. ^ 
exception to this generalization is the Gramineae where a GSI system is 
present and pollen is trinucleate (Heslop-Harrison, 1975). 
Self-incompatibility can also be classified according to the site of 
inhibition, i.e., where the rejection reaction occurs: the stigma, style 
or ovary (de Nettancourt, 1977). A strong relationship exists also 
between pollen cytology and the site of inhibition, with stigmatic 
inhibition correlated with trinucleate pollen, and stylar (or ovarian) 
inhibition with binucleate pollen (Brewbaker, 1957). In the SSI systems 
exhibited by Compositae and Cruciferae, the papillate stigmatic surface 
forms the barrier site during incompatible pollinations (Heslop-Harrison 
et al., 1975). 
A third criterion for classification of SI systems is based on the 
number of genetic loci and allelic interactions involved in the 
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determination of the SI phenotype (de Nettancourt, 1977). A polyallelic 
series can occur at one, two or (rarely) several loci in GSI systems. 
Among SSI systems, one-locus polyallelic control mechanisms are most 
common. However, multigenic SSI systems have been proposed for the 
crucifers Capsella grandiflora (Riley, 1936), Cardamine pratensis 
(Correns, 1912) and Eruca sativa (Verma and Lewis, 1977), and the 
composite Helianthus annuus (Habura, 1957; Shchori, 1969). Independent 
gene action or various dominance relationships can occur in the pollen 
and pistil of species expressing SSI, whereas independent gene action 
occurs in both pistils and pollen of GSI systems. 
By convention, the genetic locus controlling monofactorial SI 
systems is designated as "S". In species exhibiting a 
polyallelic series, each allele is designated by an S, followed 
by a number (S^,S2»..) (de Nettancourt, 1977). 
Pollen and pistil behavior following compatible 
and incompatible crosses among species expressing SSI 
Following a compatible cross, the pollen-pistil interaction proceeds 
through successive stages: a pollen grain lands on the stigmatic surface 
and becomes attached; the grain hydrates and pollen exine-held fractions 
are emitted and flow over the pellicle surface; the grain germinates to 
produce a pollen tube which penetrates the stigmatic surface; and the 
pollen tube grows through the style until it penetrates the female 
gametophyte where it discharges its two male gametes (Heslop-Harrison et 
al.,1975). Following hydration and germination of Helianthus annuus 
pollen, pollen tubes penetrated the cuticle at the base of papillae. 
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passed through the cell wall, and entered the transmitting tissue where 
they made a 90° turn and grew down through the intercellular matrix of 
the transmitting tissue to the ovule (Vithanage and Knox, 1977a). The 
early events following an incompatible cross are not different from a 
compatible cross. However, subsequent to hydration the pollen grains 
may: 1) fail to germinate; 2) begin to germinate but produce a short, 
malformed pollen tube occluded with callose (a polysaccharide composed 
of 1,3 beta-glucans); or 3) produce a pollen tube that will grow in an 
abnormal manner, fail to penetrate the stigmatic surface, and deposit 
callose lenticules (adcrustations) in the pollen grain and/or tube 
(Dickinson and Lewis, 1973b; Heslop-Harrison, 1975). 
Among SSI systems, stigmatic contact with an incompatible grain is 
followed by rapid deposition of callose lenticules in papillae (Dumas 
and Knox, 1983). The rejection reactions are very specific and occur 
between one pollen grain and an adjacent papilla (or papillae). They do 
not diffuse throughout the whole stigma (Heslop-Harrison, 1975). 
Callose production was detected following incompatible matings for the 
composites Cosmos bipinnatus (Howlett et al., 1975) and Helianthus 
annuus (Vithanage and Knox, 1977a,b), and many crucifers including 
Brassica oleracea (Kerhoas et al., 1983), Iberis sempervirens (Heslop- 
Harrison et al. , 1974), and Raphanus campestris (Dickinson and Lewis, 
1973). However, little or no callose was observed following compatible 
crosses among these specie 
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The incompatibility determinants 
Since the incompatibility specificity of pollen is determined by the 
diploid sporophyte in SSI systems, it is logical to conclude that 
recognition substances are synthesized prior to anthesis. Pandey (1958, 
1960) proposed that for SSI systems the S-alleles are expressed at the 
latest after meiosis but before the cleavage of the microspore mother 
cell cytoplasm. In an alternative hypothesis, Heslop-Harrison (1967, 
1968a) and Knox et al. (1970) suggested that incompatibility substances 
in SSI systems are not synthesized by the meiocyte but rather by 
adjacent sporophytic tissue, the tapetum. Substances synthesized by the 
tapetum are held in cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum, released 
upon tapetal degeneration, and accumulate in the outer (exine) layer of 
the pollen wall (Dickinson and Lewis, 1973; Heslop-Harrison, 1975; 
Heslop-Harrison et al., 1973). The pollen exine in composites is 
sculptured in such a way as to form cavities (tectum) which are 
admirably adapted to receive and hold externally-derived materials 
(Heslop-Harrison, 1968b). Among nontectate grains, such as those in the 
Cruciferae, tapetally-derived proteins are deposited in depressions on 
the exine surface (Dickinson and Lewis, 1973). 
Exine-held proteins are capable of diffusing freely to the stigmatic 
surface within seconds after pollen grain hydration (Heslop-Harrison, 
1975). In the Cruciferae, exine-held proteins bind to the pellicle 
within 10-15 minutes after pollination and thereafter cannot be removed 
easily by leaching (Heslop—Harison et al., 1974). 
It is known that tapetally-derived, wall-held proteins carry the 
incompatibility specificity, and evidence for this has come use of the 
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-"pollen-printing" and other techniques (Heslop-Harrison et al., 1974). 
In pollen-printing, pollen grains are placed in contact with a hydrated 
agar film thus permitting wall-held materials to diffuse out into the 
film. The proteins may be identified by staining, enzymatic activity, 
or immunofluorescence (Heslop-Harrison et al. 1973). Agar films 
containing exine-held (sporophytic) diffusates from Iberis semperflorens 
pollen stimulated callose deposition when films were placed on a stigma 
of a plant whose genotype was incompatible with the pollen parent 
(Heslop-Harrison et al., 1974). Using alternative techniques, Dickinson 
and Lewis (1973) extracted pollen wall-held (tryphine) materials by 
centrifugation and stimulated production of callose by applying the 
extracts to stigmas of plants incompatible with plants from which the 
tryphine was derived. 
Biochemical characterization of pollen wall fractions for Cosmos 
bipinnatus (Compositae) (Howlett et al., 1975) and Iberis semperflorens 
(Cruciferae) (Heslop-Harrison et al., 1974) was performed using thin- 
layer gel chromatography, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and 
gradient diffusion tests against rabbit antibodies prepared against 
total leachates. The principal constituents identified were proteins 
(or glycoproteins) with a molecular weight in the range of 10-40 
kilodaltons for Cosmos and 10-20 kilodaltons for Iberis. 
Disappointingly, attempts to detect differences in the pollen proteins 
of SSI species that might reflect incompatiblity genotypes have been 
unsuccessful to date, and thus the pollen determinants of 
incompatibility are still elusive. 
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On the stigma, the proteinaceous pellicle constitutes the receptor 
site for pollen grains and their associated pollen wall diffusates 
(Heslop-Harrison et al., 1975; Mattsson et al., 1974; Vithanage and 
Knox, 1977a). The cuticle has discontinuities which offer communication 
between the pellicle surface and protoplasts of the papillae, and water 
needed for hydration of the pollen grains travels through these 
discontinuities (Mattsson et al., 1974, Heslop-Harrison et al., 1975). 
Proteins within the pellicle are apparently synthesized in microbodies 
in the cortical cytoplasm of the papillae (Heslop-Harrison et al., 
1975). Recently, however, the accepted view that the superficial 
pellicle is the only component of the papillae active in the SI response 
(Mattsson et al., 1974) was challenged by results obtained by electron 
microscopy (EM) which suggested that the "pellicle and underlying 
cuticle would act together as a sealing layer through which the pollen 
grain would gain access to the molecules" (Dickinson, 1985). Further 
results from a new EM technique involving dry fixation (Elleman and 
Dickinson, 1985) have shown the papillar cell wall contains a palisade 
layer of subcuticular vesicles, thus supporting the "glandular" model 
for papillar structure advanced by Dickinson (1985). 
In contrast to the inconclusive results obtained with pollen SI 
determinants, S-allele specific glycoproteins have been identified from 
stigmas of Brassica oleracea (Nasrallah and Wallace, 1967; Nishio and 
Hinata, 1977). A breakthrough was acheived by Nasrallah et al. (1985) 
when they cloned a cDNA sequence representing an abundant style-specific 
mRNA in Brassica oleracea which encoded S-allele specific glycoproteins. 
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Although S-allele-specific glycoproteins have been detected in stigma 
extracts by various methods (Dickinson and Roberts, 1985), their role in 
the SI reaction has not yet been elucidated. 
- The role of callose in SSI systems 
Callose is an uncolored, gelatinous, amorphous, isotropic 
polysaccharide composed of 1,3 beta-glucans or a combination of 1,3 and 
1,4 beta-linked glucans (Dumas and Knox, 1983; Herth et al., 1974; 
Vithanage et al., 1980). Production of callose is a response to the 
S-gene expression; it occurs in stigmatic (papillae) cells and pollen 
tubes following incompatibile matings in SSI systems, but is not present 
(or occurs in low levels) in compatible matings (Dickinson and Lewis, 
1975; Heslop-Harrison 1974, 1975; Heslop-Harrison et al., 1973; Howlett 
et al., 1975). Heslop-Harrison (1967) and Heslop-Harrison et al. (1973, 
1974, 1975) showed that pollen proteins held in the interbacular 
cavities of the exine elicit the callose production. As discussed 
previously, these pollen wall proteins originate from the tapetum and 
are released when pollen is transferred to the stigmatic surface. It 
has been proposed that callose is synthesized by cytoplasmic vesicles 
during formation of the wall investing the tetrad of microspores and 
that control over the callose synthesis may be exerted by surface 
receptors in the pellicle (Dickinson, 1970). These receptors probably 
control the incompatibility reaction (Kerhoas et al., 1983) and also 
cause callose production (Dumas and Knox, 1983). 
Callose is hypothesized to play both active and passive roles in the 
incompatibility reaction (see review by Dumas and Knox, 1983): 
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1) callose synthesis utilizes carbohydrates and other substrates that 
would otherwise be used for pollen tube growth (Currier, 1957; Sedgley, 
1977); 2) callose accumulation in incompatible pollen tubes may be due 
to changes in the concentration of wall-synthesizing and wall-degrading 
enzymes responsible for pollen tube growth (Reynolds and Dashek, 1976; 
Dumas and Knox, 1983); and 3) callose protects against dehydration 
(Barskaya and Balina, 1971; Vithanage et al., 1980) and thus may form a 
barrier preventing hydration of incompatible pollen or penetration of 
pollen tubes (Heslop-Harrison, 1975). Callose has a remarkable water 
binding capacity: 84% of its dry weight may be lost on lyophilization 
(Vithanage et al., 1980). 
The genetics of SI in the Compositae 
A considerable amount of experimental data has been collected on the 
Compositae which is of major interest in these studies. Several species 
of the Compositae have been shown to possess an SSI system. Sporophytic 
SI systems with polyallelic control at a single locus were first 
described for Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 1950) and Parthenium 
argentatum (Gerstel, 1950). Monofactorial-polyallelic SI systems have 
also been reported for Ageratum houstonianum (Stephens et al., 1982), 
Calotis cuneifolia (Davidson and Stace, 1986), Carthamus flavescens 
(Imrie and Knowles, 1971), Cichorium intybus (Eenink, 1981b), 
Chrysanthemum carinatum (Jain and Gupta, 1960), Chrysanthemum 
cinerariaefolium (Brewer, 1974), Cosmos bipinnatus (Crowe, 1954), and 
Senecio cruentus (Barkley, 1968). Polyallelic control at more than one 
locus was proposed for Helianthus annuus (Habura, 1957; Shchori, 1969) 
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and Chrysanthemum morifolium (Zagorski et al., 1983). The presence of 
at least three genes exerting control over the SI system in the latter 
species is easily explained by the fact that C. morif olium is hexaploid 
(Zagorski et al. , 1983). In contrast, H_. annuus is diploid and the 
postulated two-loci SI system contrasts with SI systems reported for 
other diploid composites. 
Dominance of S-alleles in pollen and independence (expression of 
both S-alleles) in the pistil are the most common allelic relationships 
reported among species characterized by SSI systems (de Nettancourt, 
1977). Among the Compositae, independence of alleles in the pistil was 
reported for Carthamus flavescens (Imrie and Knowles, 1971), 
Chrysanthemum carinatum (Jain and Gupta, 1960), Chrysanthemum 
cinerariaefolium (Brewer, 1974), Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 
1950), and Parthenium argentatum (Gerstel, 1950); however, both 
dominance and independence of alleles in the pistil were hypothesized 
for Cichorium intybus (Eenink, 1981) and Cosmos bipinnatus (Crowe, 
1954), and a linear dominance series with no independence was reported 
for Ageratum houstonianum (Stephens et al., 1982). In all SI genetic 
studies reported for Compositae species, either dominance and 
independence of S-alleles or a linear dominance series were found for 
allelic relationships in the pollen. 
SI in the genus Zinnia (Compositae — Heliantheae tribe) 
Limited information on SI has been published for the genus Zinnia. 
Zinnia pistils have papillate stigmas with little or no secretory 
exudates at maturity and trinucleate pollen (Pullaiah, 1981), and these 
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characteristics are typical of species exhibiting a SSI system 
(Heslop-Harrison, 1975). Self-pollination tests of most of the 17 
Zinnia species showed that SI is common within the genus. Torres (1962) 
studied the subgenus Diplothrix and found 5 among 6 species in the 
subgenus to be completely SI, including Z_. acerosa, Z. anomala, Z_. 
citrea, Z. grandiflora, and Z_. juniperifolia. The sixth species, Z_. 
oligantha, was regarded as strongly SI (Torres, 1964). Later, Olorode 
(1970) determined 4 of the 8 species assigned to the subgenus Zinnia 
(section Mendezia) were SI; these species were Z_. angustifolia, Z. 
gregii, Z. leucoglossa, and Z_. littoralis. It was also suggested that 
Z. elegans (subgenus Zinnia, section Zinnia) was SI after difficulties 
in inbreeding were encountered (Pollard, 1939). Among Zinnia species, 
only Z. peruviana in subgenus Zinnia section Zinnia has been reported as 
self-compatible (Pollard, 1939; Torres, 1963). 
Self-incompatibility in the aforementioned studies among Zinnia 
species was determined by seed set comparisons and pollen fertility was 
estimated by pollen stainability. The mode of inheritance of SI was not 
reported for any of the SI Zinnia species. 
Recent evidence supports previous work indicating SSI in Z_. 
angustifolia and Z_. elegans. Callose was produced in pollen tubes and 
stigmatic papillae of both species in response to self pollinations 
(Boyle, 1986; Boyle and Stimart, 1986a, b). In Z_. angustifolia, the 
percentage of florets with embryos 14 days following self-pollination 
ranged from 0.8 to 24.6%. In contrast, 68.1 to 80.6% of florets 
pollinated with compatible pollen contained embryos (Boyle and 
Stimart,1986a,b). However, no studies have determined whether a 
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monofactorial-polyallelic SSI system exists in Z_. angustifolia or Z_. 
elegans. 
Assessment of SI systems 
There are a number of means of assessing whether SI systems are 
present following controlled crosses: 1) presence (or absence) of 
embryos or mature seed (Frankel and Galun, 1977); 2) pollen germination 
and/or tube cytology (Gerstel and Riner, 1950; Lewis, 1979); and 3) 
stigmatic callose responses, which are specific to SSI systems (Dumas 
and Knox, 1983; Heslop-Harrison et al., 1973, 1974; Kerhoas et al., 
1983; Vithanage and Knox, 1977a,b; Vithanage et al., 1980). 
Embryo and seed counting is the most common procedure used in 
assessment of incompatibility systems in the Compositae (Barkley, 1968; 
Davidson and Stace, 1986; Drewlow et al., 1973; Eenink, 1981b; Imrie and 
Knowles, 1971; Jain and Gupta, 1960; Stephens et al., 1982; Zagorski et 
al., 1983). The procedure demands little in terms of equipment and 
permits qualification (presence or absence) and quantification (relative 
strength of S-alleles) of SI systems. However, there are three 
disadvantages to the procedure: 1) the criterion for deciding whether a 
cross is compatible or incompatible may be arbitrary when percent seed 
set (or embryos observed) forms a continuum of classes in a frequency 
histogram rather than a discrete (or bimodal) distribution; 2) it may 
require an extended period of time (up to 60 days) before 
incompatibility can be assessed; and 3) its reliability may be 
confounded by post-zygotic lethal factors causing embryo abortion or 
apomixis (haploid or diploid parthenogenesis). 
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Cytoplasmic stains have been used for assessment of SI systems among 
numerous Compositae species, including Cosmos bipinnatus (Crowe, 1954), 
Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 1950), and Parthenium argentaturn 
(Gerstel 1950). Pollen germination and tube cytology can be observed 
with the use of various stains, e.g., with acid fuchsin-light green in 
lactophenol (Lewis, 1979), or aniline blue in lactophenol (Rawlins, 
1933). Pollinated pistils (fixed or fresh) are stained and viewed at 
high light intensity under normal light microscopy; the cytoplasm of 
viable, incompatible pollen grains will stain pink (with acid 
fuchsin-light green) or blue (with aniline blue), whereas compatible 
pollen will be unstained (devoid of cytoplasm) with empty pollen tubes 
penetrating the stigma (Lewis, 1979). Another stain is acetocarmine and 
basic fuchsin (Chandler, 1931); pollen tube cytoplasm will be dark red 
and surrounding tissue lightly stained. Cytoplasmic staining methods 
allow a more rapid assessment of SI compared to embryo or seed counts, 
but they may not provide a clear distinction between compatibile and 
incompatible pollinations (Eenink, 1981a). In addition, cytoplasmic 
stains result in general staining of the entire style, whereas SI 
responses specific to SSI systems have localized reactions, often 
between a single stigmatic papilla and a pollen grain (Heslop-Harrison, 
1975). 
A third means of assessing SI is based on callose production. The 
most widely used technique for determination of callose in SI research 
is the decolorized aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method. Aniline blue 
is a triarylmethane dye containing several minor impurities, among which 
is the fluorochrome which complexes with callose and other cell wall 
polysaccharides (Eschrich and Currier, 1964). There are 2 ABF protocols 
currently in use: 1) pistils are stained with 0.005 or 0.01% aniline 
blue prepared in 0.15M K2HPO4 (pH approx. 8.2) (Currier, 1957); and 2) 
pistils are stained in 0.05 or 0.1% aniline blue prepared in 0.1M K3PO4 
(pH approx. 12.4) (Martin, 1959; du Crehu, 1968). 
Among Compositae species, the ABF method has been used for the study 
of SI in Calotis cuneifolia (Davidson and Stace, 1986), Chrysanthemum 
cinerariaefolium (Brewer, 1974), Cosmos bipinnatus (Knox, 1973), 
Helianthus annuus (Vithanage and Knox, 1977a,b), and Zinnia species 
(Boyle and Stimart, 1986a,b). 
The advantages of the ABF method are: 1) the specificity of callose 
stigmatic responses to SSI systems; 2) the rapidity of callose 
production, which has been reported to appear within two minutes of 
treatment of Brassica oleracea stigmas with self-pollen diffusates 
(Kerhoas et al., 1983); and 3) the high intensity of callose 
fluorescence that is easily visualized using epifluorescence microscopy. 
The disadvantages of the ABF method are: 1) callose production is 
variable, i.e., it is dependent on the strength of the SI alleles in 
incompatible sporophytes (Boyle and Stimart, 1986b; Boyle, 1986; Kerhoas 
et al., 1983), 2) it has been reported to occur following some 
compatible matings in Brassica (Ockendon, 1986); and 3) the microscopal 
equipment needed for analysis is costly. 
Although callose can also be identified using normal light 
microscopy by staining with diachrome resorcin blue (Eschrich and 
Currier, 1961) or lacmoid-raartius yellow (Nebel, 1931), the ABF method 
appears to be the best procedure. With the ABF method, callose 




TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSING AND QUANTIFING SELF-INCOMPATIBILITY 
IN ZINNIA ANGUSTIFOLIA HBK (COMPOSITAE). 
Introduction 
Self-incompatibility (SI) is a genetically controlled mechanism 
preventing fertilization following self-pollination or matings between 
plants with identical incompatibility phenotypes. Plant breeders 
confronted with SI may be interested in: 1) introducing incompatibility 
into cultivars or breeding lines from either other lines or wild 
relatives; 2) eliminating incompatibility permanently from breeding 
material; 3) regulating the strength of incompatibility by either 
genetic or physiological means; or 4) utilizing incompatibility for 
hybrid seed production (Frankel and Galun, 1977). Knowledge of the 
genetics of incompatibilty and identification of breeding line genotype 
are prerequisites to efficient exploitation or elimination of 
incompatibility. Hence, techniques used to assess the presence (or 
absence) of SI and the relative strength of S-alleles are critical for 
genetic studies of SI systems. 
Many species of the Compositae are economically important and thus 
significant to plant breeders. Three methods are used currently for 
assessment of SI systems among Compositae species: 1) embryo or seed 
counts; 2) pollen tube behavior observed on stigmas or within styles, 
using normal light microscopy and cytoplasmic stains such as acid 
fuchsin-light green (Lewis, 1977) or aniline blue in lactophenol 
(Darlington and La Cour, 1942); and 3) callose production in stigmatic 
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papillae and pollen tubes, using incident-light fluorescence microscopy 
and decolorized aniline blue as a stain (Dumas and Knox, 1983; Heslop- 
Harrison et al., 1973). Although callose deposition in stigmatic 
papillae and pollen tubes has been proposed by Heslop-Harrison et al. 
(1973, 1974) as a bioassay for SSI systems in the Cruciferae and 
Compositae, limited data has been published to support routine use of 
this procedure. Additionally, no quantitative measurements of the 
fluorescence emitted from stigmatic callose following compatible and 
incompatible crosses have been reported. 
Zinnia (Heliantheae tribe) is a New World genus comprised of 17 
species (Torres, 1963), 11 of which have been reported as SI (Olorode, 
1970; Pollard, 1939; Torres, 1962, 1963, 1964). Olorode (1970) 
performed selfing tests on Z. angustifolia HBK and, using seed count 
data, concluded the species was SI. Boyle and Stimart (1986a,b), 
utilizing incident-light fluorescence microscopy (ABF method), 
embryological observations, and seedling emergence data, confirmed the 
presence of SI in Z. angustifolia. Production of callose in stigmatic 
papillae of Z. angustifolia following self-pollinations suggested 
sporophytic control of SI (Boyle and Stimart, 1986a,b). 
The objectives of the following study were to: 1) compare 4 
procedures, i.e., embryo set, aniline blue in lactophenol as a 
cytoplasmic stain with normal light microscopy, the ABF method, and 
quantification of the callose fluorescence via photometry, in assessing 
the SI system in Z. angustifolia; and 2) determine the limitations and 
strengths of each procedure. 
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Materials and Methods 
All experiments were performed at the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, MA (42° 22.5' N latitude). Three seedlings of Z_. angustifolia 
were used as parental material. Seedlings were selected at random from 2 
commercial cultivars and asexually propagated (cloned) by rooting 
terminal shoot cuttings under intermittent mist. Previous studies 
indicated the 3 clones (A01, AW1, and AW2) produced functional pollen 
and ovules (Boyle, 1986). Clones A01 and AW2 were reciprocally cross¬ 
compatible and highly SI, with self-pollinations resulting in less than 
2% of florets containing embryos (Boyle and Stimart, 1986b). Clone AW1 
was reciprocally cross-compatible with A01 and AW2, and partially self¬ 
compatible, with 22-29% of self-pollinated florets containing embryos 
(Boyle and Stimart, 1986b; Boyle et al., 1987). 
An population was generated using A01 as the maternal parent and 
AW2 as the paternal parent, and 14 seedlings (designated as Al through 
A14) were selected randomly and cloned as described previously. 
Preliminary crosses indicated the 14 F]_ clones produced functional 
pollen and ovules. 
Techniques used in culture of plant material were similar to those 
reported by Boyle and Stimart (1983). Photoperiod regulation of plant 
growth during fall, winter and early spring was provided by supplemental 
incandescent irradiation from 1600 to 2200 HR (12 umol s”l m"2)# 
Greenhouse temperatures were maintained at a minimum of 18O//20°C 
(night/day). 
Inflorescences were emasculated by removing hermaphroditic disk 
florets 1-3 days prior to anthesis, and each inflorescence was covered 
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with a glassine bag following emasculation. Pollinations were performed 
1-3 days after emasculation by transferring pollen from disk florets to 
expanded stigmas of the female parent using a fine-tip paint brush; 
inflorescences were rebagged after pollination. The exact amount of 
pollen applied to each stigma could not be controlled, but pollinations 
were equalized by covering the receptive area with excess pollen. Four 
experiments were conducted. 
Embryological observations 
Three clones (A6, A10, and A13) were: 1) self-pollinated; 2) 
backcrossed (as females) to both parents; and 3) outcrossed (as females) 
* 
to clone AW1. Clones A10 and A13 were also crossed (as females) with 1- 
2 additional F^ clones. A minimum of 100 florets were pollinated for 
each self or cross. 
Embryological observations were performed 21 days after pollinations 
by excising ovules and removing the embryo sac under a dissecting 
microscope (25X). Preliminary experiments demonstrated embryos at 21 
days were approximately 2 mm in length and easier to distinguish 
compared to 14 days after pollination (Boyle and Stimart, 1986a,b). 
Presence or absence of an embryo was recorded for each dissected floret. 
Percent embryo set was calculated for each self and cross. 
Cytoplasmic staining using aniline blue in lactophenol 
Clones A6, A10, and A13 were selfed and outcrossed to a compatible 
Z. angustifola clone (compatibility verified by results in Expt. 1). 
Twenty-four hr following pollinations, styles were removed and fixed in 
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Carnoy's fluid (6:3:1 of 95% ethanol, chloroform and glacial acetic 
acid, respectively) for 24 hr or longer. Styles were washed in 
distilled water, softened for 5-6 hr in 8N NaOH, rewashed in distilled 
water, and cleared overnight in 86% lactic acid. Material was washed 
again in distilled water and stained with 0.01% aniline blue in 
lactophenol (Darlington and La Cour, 1942) for 20-30 min. Styles were 
mounted in a drop of lactic acid and viewed under high light intensity 
using normal light microscopy. 
Counts were made on the number of: 1) germinated pollen grains 
devoid of cytoplasm (unstained); 2) germinated pollen grains full of 
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cytoplasm (stained); 3) ungerminated pollen full of cytoplasm (stained); 
and 4) pollen grains adhering to the stigma (pollen load). For each 
self and cross pollination, pollen on 1 stylar branch of 10 styles was 
counted. 
For each F^ clone, heterogeneity chi-square tests were performed to 
compare number of pollen grains observed in the first 3 classes 
(described above) for incompatible versus compatible crosses. The 
analysis of variance (AN0VA) procedure was used to compare pollen load 
for incompatible versus compatible crosses for each F^ clone. 
Experiments using acid fuchsin-light green as a cytoplasmic stain 
(Lewis, 1979) gave results similar to aniline blue in lactophenol. 
However, the resolution obtained with aniline blue was superior and thus 
the latter stain was utilized for assessment of SI. 
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Aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method 
The clones used in Expt. 2 were again selfed, backcrossed to both 
parents, and outcrossed to a compatibile clone. In addition, the 
following crosses were performed: AW1 selfed, AW2 selfed, AWlxAW2 and 
AW2xA01; these crosses were previously studied by Boyle and Stimart 
(1986b) using the ABF method and served as controls. Twenty-four hr 
following pollinations, styles were removed from florets, fixed, and 
softened as described previously in Expt. 2. Material was then cleared 
for 30-60 min in 86% lactic acid, washed with distilled water, and 
finally with 0.025M Trisglycine buffer (pH 8.4) to decrease quenching of 
fluorescence (Mulcahy and Mulcahy, 1987). Styles were stained with a 
0.1% solution of aniline blue dissolved in 0.1M K3PO4 (du Crehu, 1968; 
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Martin, 1959) for a minimum of 1-2 hr. Callose resolution was optimum 
in styles stored at 2°C for 24 hr or more in 0.1% aniline blue solution 
(Boyle and Stimart, 1986b). Styles were mounted in a drop of 0.1% 
aniline blue and covered with a cover slip, but not squashed. Inciden - 
light fluorescence microscopy was performed using a Zeiss microscope 
equipped with a 100W high pressure Hg lamp and filter set for UV-violet 
light excitation (exciter filter BP 395-425, dichromatic beam splitter 
FT 425, and barrier filter LP 450). 
Observations using the ABF method were: 1) pollen load, estimated by 
counts of pollen on 1 stylar branch for 8 styles; 2) number of 
germinated pollen grains, i.e., the presence or absence of pollen tubes, 
estimated by counts on ca 8 styles; 3) average length of pollen tubes, 
measured on 15 random pollen grains using an ocular micrometer at 200X; 
4) degree of inhibition of pollen tubes attempting penetration of 
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stigmatic surface and pollen tube behavior (i.e., whether pollen tubes 
growth was normal or aberrant), with measurements performed on 8 styles; 
and 5) relative intensity of callose fluorescence in pollen tubes and 
stigmatic papillae, with measurements on 8 styles. 
Pollen tube lengths were measured using the ABF procedure rather 
than aniline blue in lactophenol due to superior resolution of 
individual tubes with the former procedure. Pollen load and pollen tube 
length data were analyzed statistically by the ANOVA procedure. 
Quantitative determination of callose fluorescence 
The Fj_ clones used in Expt. 2 were self-pollinated and outcrossed to 
compatible clones. In order to determine the response of the parental 
clones, the following pollinations were also performed: A01 selfed, AW2 
selfed, and AW2xA01. Pollinated styles were fixed, softened, cleared, 
and stained as described previously under Expt. 3. 
Quantification of callose fluorescence was obtained with a 
photomultiplier connected to a Zeiss Standard microscope equipped for 
incident-light fluorescence microscopy. Measurements were compiled by a 
computer using the Zeiss manual photometry program (MPP2) software 
package. A pinhole of 0.1 mm diameter and lOx objective were used for 
all measurements, and a regular white business card (Linen finish, 
Butter Paper Co., Holyoke, MA) was used as a reference standard to set 
the 100% value for the MPP2 program. Preliminary studies indicated that 
a white business card was superior to other materials tested and showed 
minimal photodegradation (quenching) and minimal variation in 
fluorescence intensity over time. 
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For incompatible crosses, the fluorescence intensity of 10 contact 
points between pollen grains and stigmatic papillae (i.e., where callose 
lenticules accumulated) was measured on 5 styles. For compatible 
crosses, the fluorescence intensity of 10 contact points between 
individual pollen tubes and adjacent papillae was measured on 5 styles. 
Fluorescence intensity data were analyzed as a completely randomized 
design. Five stigmas (replications) were pollinated and 10 measurements 
(sampling units) per stigma were performed for each treatment 
(compatible or incompatible mating), with 2 treatments for each F^ clone 
and 3 for parental clones. A hierarchal classification was used to 
separate treatment effects (incompatible and compatible crosses), 
experimental error (variation among measurements of different stigmas of 
the same cross), and sampling error (variation among measurements on the 
same stigma) (Steel and Torrie, 1980). Data was subjected to 
logarithmic transformation prior to statistical analysis (ANOVA) due to 
significant differences between variances for compatible and 
incompatible crosses. 
Simple correlations (r values) were calculated between % embryos 
and: 1) pollen load (Expts. 2 and 3); 2) number of germinated pollen 
grains (Expt. 2); 3) pollen tube length (Expt. 3); and 4) fluorescence 




Percentage of florets with embryos following self- or incompatible 
cross-pollinations ranged from 0 to 9.9% for the 3 clones, and from 
0.8 to 1.7% for the parental clones A01 and AW2 (Table 1). In contrast, 
24.6% of florets contained embryos following self-pollination of clone 
AW1. Percentage of florets with embryos following compatible matings 
was higher than for incompatible pollinations and ranged from 55.5 to 
87.1% for the 3 clones, and from 63.4 to 85.7% for the parental 
clones. 
Cytoplasmic staining using aniline blue in lactophenol 
The number of germinated pollen grains devoid of cytoplasm 
(unstained) was low for both incompatible and compatible crosses, with 
0-0.3 grains per stylar branch observed for incompatible crosses and 
1.3-2.8 per stylar branch for compatible crosses (Table 2; Fig.la and 
b). More germinated pollen with cytoplasm (stained) was present than 
germinated, unstained pollen: 6.1—12 and 11.6—32 germinated and stained 
pollen grains were observed per stylar branch for incompatible and 
compatible crosses, respectively. The total number of germinated grains 
(stained and unstained) per stylar branch was positively correlated (r = 
0.89) to % embryos observed following crosses (Expt. 1 data). 
Number of ungerminated pollen grains with cytoplasm was 5.7-12.1 per 
stylar branch for incompatible crosses and 11.7-25.6 per stylar branch 
for compatible crosses (Table 2). For all 3 F]_ clones, heterogeneity X2 
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tests for compatible versus incompatible crosses were significant 
(P<0.05), indicating major differences in the frequencies of pollen 
grains observed in the 3 classes for compatible and incompatible 
matings. 
For the 3 F]_ clones, pollen load was significantly higher following 
compatible crosses compared to incompatible crosses (Table 3; Fig.2a 
and b). Pollen load ranged from 18.8 to 27.5 per stylar branch for 
incompatible crosses and from 46.8 to 96.7 per stylar branch for 
compatible crosses (Table 3 and Fig. 2). A high positive correlation (r 
= 0.96) was observed between pollen load and % embryos observed 
following crosses (Expt. 1). 
Microscopal observations revealed some incompatible pollen tubes 
ruptured at the apices and released cytoplasm onto the stigmatic surface 
(Fig.la). It was also noted that pollen tube behavior was easily 
observed when pistils stained with aniline blue in lactophenol were 
viewed under incident-light fluorescence using blue light excitation 
(same as Expt. 3). Using this protocol, pollen grains and pollen tubes 
appeared dark blue on a yellow background (the stigma), and ruptured 
pollen tubes with released cytoplasm were clearly observed with this 
technique (Fig.2c). Unfortunately, pollen tubes in the stylar 
transmitting tissue were not observable under either normal light or 
incident-light fluorescence microscopy with aniline blue in lactophenol 
as a stain (Fig.l and 2). 
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Aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method 
Generally, pollen germination was low (5-15%) for incompatibile 
crosses and high (>70%) for compatible crosses. However, pollen 
germination was intermediate (40-60%) for both the incompatible cross 
AlOxAOl and the compatible cross AWlxAW2 (Table 4). 
Pollen tube growth following compatible crosses was normal, except 
for a few abnormal pollen tubes which were detected among some crosses 
(Table 4). Normal pollen tubes were not associated with stigmatic 
callose production and were readily observed penetrating the stigmatic 
surface (Fig.3a). Compatible pollen tubes ranged from 30.5-38.9u in 
length and were significantly longer than incompatible tubes (P<0.001), 
with the exception of the incompatible cross AW1 selfed and compatible 
cross AW2xA01 for which differences in tube lengths were not significant 
(Table 5). Pollen tube length was highly correlated (r = 0.94) with % 
embryos observed following crosses (Expt. 1 data). 
Pollen tube growth following incompatible crosses was typically 
abnormal (Table 4). Abnormal pollen tubes were characterized by their 
short length and stubby apices, or by distorted and/or twisted growth, 
and were most often associated with stigmatic callose production 
(Fig.3b). The length of incompatible pollen tubes ranged from 23.4- 
28.2u (Table 5). Rarely, abnormal pollen tubes were observed which 
appeared to penetrate the stigmatic papillae. In some incompatible 
crosses, a few normal pollen tubes were observed, but their numbers were 
insignificant compared to the number of abnormal pollen tubes. 
Fluorescence of callose in pollen tubes of incompatible crosses was 
mostly intense, but varied considerably for some crosses (Table 4). For 
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compatible crosses, callose fluorescence in pollen tubes was 
characteristically variable and ranged from very low to intense. 
Callose was not detected in compatible pollen tubes which had entered 
the stylar transmitting tissue, as reported previously by Boyle and 
Stimart (1986a,b). 
Stigmatic callose fluorescence was a localized response involving 1 
or a few papillae (Fig.3c and d). Stigmatic responses following 
incompatible crosses were characterized by many callose lenticules 
exhibiting intense fluorescence and some with intermediate fluorescence. 
For two crosses (A13xAW2 and AW2xAW2), however, the number of callose 
lenticules was variable with some styles having fewer lenticules than 
others. Callose lenticules were either not present in papillae or few 
in number following most compatible matings (Table 4). For some 
compatible crosses, some variation between styles was apparent, with the 
number of callose lenticules varying from few to many and the lenticules 
usually intense in fluorescence. 
Pollinations were made very carefully in order to avoid any 
production of wound callose in stigmatic papillae (Kerhoas et al., 
1983). However, some wound callose was still apparent on some stigmas, 
but it was relatively easy to differentiate from callose produced due to 
presence of incompatible pollen: wound callose was mostly diffuse, 
encompassed many papillae, and fluoresced faintly, whereas callose 
elicited by SI reponses was restricted to few papillae and generally 
fluoresced intensely. 
Pollen loads for incompatible crosses were low and ranged from 12.1 
to 42.6 grains per stylar branch (Table 5). Pollen loads for compatible 
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crosses were significantly higher than for incompatible crosses 
(P<0.001), and ranged from 49.3 to 92.1 grains per stylar branch. 
Quantitative determination of callose fluorescence 
Mean fluorescence intensity for incompatible crosses was 
significantly higher than compatible crosses (P<0.01-0.001), and ranged 
from 47.90% to 62.64% for incompatible and from 6.42% to 9.94% for 
compatible crosses (Table 6). A high negative correlation was observed 
(r = -0.95) between mean fluorescence intensity and % embryos observed 
following crosses (Expt. 1). F-tests for experimental error (using 
sampling error mean square as a divisor) were significant for all ANOVAs 
* 
(Table 7), indicating substantial variation in fluorescence was present 
among stigmas receiving the same pollen source. 
Discussion 
Selection of appropriate methodology for assessment of SI systems is 
based on many factors, including applicablility, complexity, economics, 
and reliability of technique. Embryo or seed counting demands little in 
terms of equipment and permits qualification (presence or absence) and 
quantification (relative strength of S-alleles) of SI systems. However, 
there are disadvantages to the procedure: 1) the criterion for deciding 
whether a cross is compatible or incompatible may be arbitrary when 
percent seed set (or embryos observed) forms a continuum of classes in a 
frequency histogram rather than a discrete (bimodal) distribution; 2) an 
extended period of time may be required following pollination before 
incompatibility can be assessed; and 3) the reliability may be 
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diminished by suboptimal environmental conditions, apomixis (haploid or 
diploid parthenogenesis), or post-zygotic lethal factors causing embryo 
abortion. Despite its limitations, embryo or seed counting is the most 
common procedure used in assessment of SI systems among Compositae 
species (Barkley, 1968; Davidson and Stace, 1986; Drewlow et al., 1973; 
Eenink, 1981b; Imrie and Knowles, 1971; Jain and Gupta, 1960; Stephens 
et al., 1982; Zagorski et al., 1983). Embryological observations in the 
present study yielded results similar to those reported by Boyle and 
Stimart (1986a,b) and revealed discrete differences between compatible 
and incompatible matings for Z_. angustifolia, with certain cross¬ 
pollinations consistently failing to produce embryos. These responses 
are thus correlated positively with S-gene expression. Although 
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embryological observations require considerable involvement with 
emasculation, pollination, and dissection, the data obtained is mostly 
unambiguous and provides reference data for comparing other methods used 
for assessment of SI. 
Cytoplasmic staining methods allow a more rapid analysis of SI 
compared to embryo or seed counts, and have been used for assessment of 
SI systems among the Compositae species Cosmos bipinnatus (Crowe, 1954), 
Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 1950), Parthenium argentatum 
(Gerstel 1950), and Senecio vulgaris (Warren et al., 1988). The 
disadvantages associated with cytoplasmic staining methods (and 
micros copal methods in general) are that: 1) they may not always provide 
a clear distinction between compatibile and incompatible pollinations, 
as reported for Cichorium intybus (Eenink, 1981a); and 2) the floral 
morphology of some species may technically prohibit the emasculation 
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required for controlled pollinations unless male sterile lines are 
available. 
In Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 1950) and Parthenium 
argentatum (Gerstel and Riner, 1950), differences in pollen germination 
were observed between compatible and incompatible crosses, and this 
criterion was used to determine compatibility. Other studies, e.g. in 
Cichorium intybus (Eenink, 1981a) and in Brassica oleracea (Ockendon, 
1972), were unable to distinguish incompatible and compatible matings 
based on the frequency of germinated pollen grains. In the present 
study, compatible and incompatible matings were correlated to the ratios 
of pollen classified as germinated and unstained, germinated and 
stained, and ungerminated and stained (Table 2). Germinated and 
unstained pollen grains were thought initially to be a specific 
characteristic of compatible crosses, but were difficult to identify and 
infrequently observed. However, the total number of germinated grains 
(unstained and stained) was 2-3 times greater following compatible 
matings as compared to incompatible matings (Table 2), and was 
correlated positively with % embryos observed following crosses (r = 
0.89). Thus, the number of germinated grains is perhaps a better 
parameter for assessment of SI for Z_. angustifolia. 
Pollen load was quantified readily and considerably higher in 
compatible crosses compared to incompatible crosses (Table 3 and Fig.2a 
and b). For incompatible crosses, many pollen grains were dislodged 
from the stigma due to the staining procedure which involved multiple 
changes in solutions. This was due to the differential anchorage of 
compatible versus incompatible pollen: incompatible pollen germinates 
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less than compatible pollen and it does not normally penetrate the 
stigmatic surface. In addition, pollen load was highly correlated with 
% embryos observed (r = 0.96). Similar results were also reported for 
Crepis foetida (Hughes and Babcock, 1950), Parthenium argentatum 
(Gerstel and Riner, 1950), and Senecio vulgaris (Warren et al. 1987), 
and pollen load was used as the main parameter for assessment of SI 
among C. foetida and S_. vulgaris. Considering that classification of 
pollen grains (Table 2) can be a very tedious and relatively time- 
consuming task, these results suggest that the best procedure for 
assessing SI in Z. angustifolia using cytoplasmic stains would be to use 
pollen load as the major criterion, followed by the number of germinated 
grains, and finally the occurrence of burst pollen tubes. The decision 
« 
on whether a cross is compatible should not be based solely on 1 
criterion when cytoplasmic stains are utilized, but rather should 
consider all three parameters of the incompatibility reaction. 
The ABF method has been suggested as a phenotypic bioassay for 
incompatibility among SSI systems, with callose deposition in stigmatic 
papillae positively correlated to rejection phenomena (Heslop-Harrison 
et al., 1973; Dumas and Knox, 1983). The method provides numerous 
advantages over seed (embryo) counts and cytoplasmic staining 
procedures: 1) callose stigmatic responses are specific to SSI systems 
(Heslop-Harrison et al., 1973, 1974); 2) callose synthesis is rapid 
following incompatible matings, and has been reported to appear within 2 
minutes of treatment of Brassica oleracea stigmas with self-pollen 
diffusates (Kerhoas et al., 1983); and 3) callose fluorescence is 
intense following incompatible matings, thus permitting easy 
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visualization using incident-light fluorescence microscopy. The primary 
disadvantage of the ABF method is that callose fluorescence is variable, 
i.e., it may be dependent on the strength of the SI alleles (Boyle and 
Stimart, 1986b; Kerhoas et al., 1983) and has also been reported to 
occur following some compatible matings in Brassica (Ockendon, 1986). 
Among Compositae species, the ABF method has been used for the study 
of SI in Calotis cuneifolia (Davidson and Stace, 1986), Chrysanthemum 
cinerariaefolium (Brewer, 1974; Brewer and Parlevliet, 1969), Cosmos 
bipinnatus (Heslop-Harrison et al., 1973; Howlett et al., 1975; Knox, 
1973), Helianthus annuus (Vithanage and Knox, 1977a,b), and Zinnia 
species (Boyle and Stimart, 1986b); among these species, however, it has 
been used as the sole method for SI assessment only for C_. 
cinerariaefolium. It should be noted that in the Compositae very few or 
no callose plugs are produced in compatible pollen tubes (Boyle and 
Stimart, 1986a,b; Eenink, 1981a; de Jong and Kho, 1982; Knox, 1973; 
Vithanage and Knox, 1977), a phenomenon which inhibits or prevents 
pollen tube identification in stylar tissue. Hence, the ABF method is 
restricted to assessing stigmatic responses for most Compositae species. 
Observations using the ABF method with Z. angustifolia indicate 
incompatible crosses are generally associated with: 1) low pollen loads; 
2) poor pollen germination; 3) intermediate to extensive amounts of 
stigmatic callose lenticules which generally fluoresce brightly; 4) 
abnormal behavior of pollen tubes; and 5) intense to intermediate 
fluorescence in pollen tubes. Compatible crosses are associated with: 
1) high pollen loads; 2) high pollen germination, 3) no or very few 
callose lenticules on the stigma; 4) normal behavior of pollen tubes, 
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and 4) fluorescence in pollen tubes ranging from none to intermediate. 
The two most easily distinguished criteria separating compatible and 
incompatible matings were pollen load and fluorescence of the callose 
lenticules in stigmatic papillae. 
Compatible pollen tubes were longer in comparison to incompatible 
tubes (Table 5), but pollen tube lengths may have been distorted by the 
coverslip and this may have decreased the accuracy of the measurements. 
Although pollen tube length was highly correlated (r = 0.94) with % 
embryos, we did not feel that this parameter was important for 
assessment of SI with the ABF method. 
Fluorescence in pollen tubes was generally intense in incompatible 
crosses, but varied considerably. Variation in pollen tube fluorescence 
may have been due to differences in the relative strength of the 
corresponding S-alleles, with weak alleles producing less callose 
fluorescence, as has been reported for Brassica oleracea (Kerhoas et 
al., 1983) and suggested by Boyle and Stimart (1986b) for Z. 
angustifolia. Dickinson (1985), however, observed that Brassica 
oleracea genotypes with weaker S-alleles generated pollen tubes that 
were often thicker and contained more callose than among genotypes with 
stronger S-alleles. Whatever the reason, the variation in callose 
fluorescence within pollen tubes indicates this parameter is less 
reliable than stigmatic callose responses for assessment of SI for Z_. 
angustifolia. Variability in callose deposition within pollen tubes was 
also reported by Dumas and Knox (1983) and Ockendon (1985), who noted 
that some callose may be found in compatible pollen tubes. 
As observed using aniline blue in lactophenol, pollen loads 
following compatible matings were significantly higher than for 
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incompatible matings (Table 5), and a high positive correlation (r = 
0.89) was observed between pollen load and % embryos. Thus, pollen load 
appears to be a easily distinguished and reliable predictor of SI 
responses for Z_ angustifolia. However, incompatible pollen loads varied 
considerably (Table 5), and these observations indicate the variable 
nature of adhesion of incompatible pollen to stigmatic papillae. Use of 
this parameter for assessment of SI responses in other species would 
require preliminary tests to determine if discrete differences existed 
between pollen loads for incompatible and compatible matings. 
Although minor variations were apparent, results of this study indicate 
stigmatic callose responses provide a convenient assay for 
incompatibility in Z. angustifolia, as reported previously (Boyle and 
Stimart, 1986a,b). Numerous callose lenticules were observed in 
stigmatic papillae following most incompatible crosses (Fig.3d), with 
fluorescence ranging from intermediate to intense. Variation in 
stigmatic callose fluorescence among incompatible crosses was 
attributable mainly to the number of lenticules present in papillae, and 
this variation may have been due to the amount of incompatible pollen 
each stigma received. A few lenticules with intense or faint 
fluorescence were observed on some styles receiving compatible pollen, 
and this may have been due to contamination from incompatible pollen or 
to variation inherent in the system, as suggested by Ockendon (1985). 
Quantitative analysis of callose fluorescence via photometry 
corroborated results of visual assessment and indicated highly 
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significant differences in % intensity between compatible and 
incompatible crosses. However, variation in intensity within compatible 
and incompatible crosses was also significant, and this was due mainly 
to the quenching of the fluorescence that occurs following exposure to 
UV. Quenching of callose fluorescence is an inherent feature of the ABF 
method, with incompatible crosses producing more stigmatic callose and 
exhibiting a greater degree of quenching compared to compatible crosses 
which produce very little callose and demonstrate correspondingly less 
quenching. 
Quantification of callose fluorescence via photometry will require 
additional experimentation before it can be used routinely as a 
diagnostic tool for assessment of SI. The business card proved to be a 
useful reference standard for our purposes, but other researchers might 
want to rely on other more accurate standards which do not exhibit any 
quenching. However, quenching of fluorescence remains the major 
variable in the photometric quantification of callose fluorescence. 
Quenching was minimized in these experiments by blocking the UV beam 
after each measurement and by rapidly taking the measurements. Despite 
these precautions, variation in the fluorescent intensity within each 
cross was still evident. We may conclude that the photometric technique 
appears very promising and may prove very useful in assessment of 
incompatibility and S-allele strength. 
In summary, use of microscopal methods for assessment of SI is 
feasible if each observed (or measured) parameter is highly correlated 
to the incompatibility responses. We stress the importance of keeping 
aXl parameters associated with the incompatibility reaction in mind when 
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trying to decide whether a cross is compatible or not. One should not 
try to identify a specific aspect of the incompatibility reaction but 
rather look at the overall response that occurs. 
Table 1. Embryos observed 21 days following self- and cross¬ 
pollinations of 8 Z_. angustifolia clones 
Cross Status Florets 
pollinated 
Z Florets with 
embryos 
Compatibility® 
A6xA6 self 118 5.9 Inc 
A6xA01 backcross 153 58.8 Comp 
A6xAW2 backcross 107 0.0 Inc 
A6xAWl outcross 100 62.0 Comp 
AlOxAlO self 113 7.1 Inc 
A10xA4 sibcross 101 86.1 Comp 
A10xA9 sibcross 124 7.3 Inc 
AlOxAOl backcross 121 9.9 Inc 
A10xAW2 backcross 118 72.9 Comp 
AlOxAWl outcros s 127 74.0 Comp 
A13xA13 self 119 4.2 Inc 
A13xA10 sibcros s 109 87.1 Comp 
A13xA01 backcross 117 55.5 Comp 
A13xAW2 backcross 134 2.2 Inc 
A13xAWl outcross 136 64.0 Comp 
AWlxAWlb self 171 24.6 Inc? 
AW2xAW2b self 242 0.8 Inc 
A01xA01b self 230 1.7 Inc 
AWlxAW2 outcross 119 85.7 Comp 
AW2xA01 outcross 110 63.4 Comp 
a Comp= compatible pollination; Inc= incompatible pollination 
b Embryological observations performed at 14 days after pollination. 
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Table 3« Pollen load for 3 Z_. angustifolia clones 
following compatible or incompatible pollinations. 
Pollinated pistils stained with aniline blue in 
lactophenol and viewed under normal light 
micros copy 
Cross Compatibility® Mean pollen 
loadb 
Significance0 
A6xA6 Inc 18.8 
A6xAWl Comp 46.8 10.35** 
A10xA9 Inc 27.5 
A10xA4 Comp 90.8 95.30*** 
A13xA13 Inc 19.9 
A13xA10 Comp 96.7 31.77*** 
a Comp= compatible pollination; Inc= incompatible 
pollination. Compatibility determined by embryo 
counts 
b Pollen load counted on one stylar branch of 10 
pollinated pistils 
c Differences significant at 1% (**) or 0.1% (***) 
level by F-test 
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Table 4. Pollen germination, pollen tube growth, and intensity of 
callose fluorescence in pollen tubes and stigmatic papillae, as 
determined by the aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method. Numbers 
represent the most common responses observed for each cross 
Cross Compatibility® Pollen Fluorescence 
($xcO Germ.b Tube Pollen Papillaee 
growthc tubed 
A6xA6 Inc 1 4 1 2 
A6xA01 Inc 3 1 4 5 
A6xAW2 Comp 1 3 1 2 
A6xAWl Comp 3 1 4 4 
AlOxAlO Inc 1 4 1,2 2 
AlOxAOl Inc 2 4 1 1 
A10xAW2 Comp 3 1 3 6 
AlOxAWl Comp 3 2 4 4,5 
A13xA13 Inc 1 3 1 1 
A13xA01 Comp 3 2 4 4,5 
A13xAW2 Inc 1 4 1 3 
A13xAWl Comp 3 2 4 5 
AWlxAWl Inc 1 3 1,4 1 
AW2xAW2 Inc 1 3 1,4 3 
AWlxAW2 Comp 2 1 3,4 6 
AW2xA01 Comp 3 1 2,3 6 
a Comp= compatible cross; Inc= incompatible cross. Compatibility 
determined by embryo counts 
b 1 = little germination (5-15%); 2 = intermediate germination 
(40-60%); 3 = high germination (>70%) 
c 1 = normal; 2 = normal with a few abnormal tubes; 3 = abnormal 
with a few normal tubes; 4 = abnormal tubes 
d l = intense fluorescence; 2 = intermediate fluorescence; 3 = no 
fluorescence; 4 = variable fluorescence (intense to none) 
e 1 = many callose lenticles, intense fluorescence; 2 = many callose 
lenticules, intense and some intermediate fluorescence; 3 = many 
callose lenticules on some styles, few on others, intense 
fluorescence; 4 = little callose lenticules on few styles, 
intense fluorescence; 5 = little callose lenticules on few styles, 
faint fluorescence; 6 = no callose 
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Table 5. Pollen load and pollen tube length for compatible and 
incompatible crosses among 5 Z. angustifolia clones. Data determined 
using the aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method 
Cross Compatibility* Pollen loadb Pollen tube length (u)c 
Mean Significance^ Mean Significance 
A6xA6 Inc 12.1ae 26 .2a 
A6xAW2 Inc 12.5a 24.2a 
A6xAWl Comp 49.3b 
10.08*** 
36.9b 
16.74*** A6xA01 Comp 52.8b 37.3b 
AlOxAlO Inc 20.4a 24.6a 
AlOxAOl Inc 19.9a 24.2a 
AlOxAWl Comp 76.8b 
15.66*** 
36.5b 
28.32*** A10xAW2 Comp 58.0b 38.9b 
A13xA13 Inc 19.6a 25.0a 









AW2xAW2 Inc 42.6a 23.4a 









a Comp= compatible cross; Inc= incompatible cross. Compatibility 
determined by embryo counts 
b Pollen counted on 1 stylar arm from 8 pollinated pistils 
c Pollen tubes measured on 15 pollen grains per cross 
d Differences significant at 0.1% (***)level by F-test 
e Mean separation within columns by Duncan's multiple range test, 5% 
level 
Table 6. Fluorescence intensity for compatible and 
incompatible crosses for 5 Zinnia angustifolia clones. 
Fluorescence intensity was measured using a Zeiss 






A13xA13 Inc 62.64 
A13xA10 Comp 9.36 565.76*** 
ft 
A10xA9 Inc 52.49 
A10xA4 Comp 9.94 780.85*** 
A6xA6 Inc 53.49 
A6xAWl Comp 6.42 991.50*** 
AW2xAW2 Inc 62.10 
AOlxAOl Inc 47.90 
AW2xA01 Comp 8.70 456.18*** 
a Comp= compatible cross; Inc= incompatible cross. 
Compatibility determined by embryo counts 
b Mean of 10 measurements on 5 styles 
c Analysis of variance performed on log-transformed data; 
differences significant at 0.1% (***) level by F-test 
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Table 7. Analysis of variance for the effect of compatible and 
incompatible crosses on intensity of callose fluorescence in pollen 
tubes and stigmatic papillae. Two crosses (1 compatible, 1 
incompatible), 5 replications (stigmas), and 10 samples (measurements) 
per stigma performed for each clone. Three crosses (1 compatible, 2 
incompatible) performed for parental clones 
Clones Source of ' df Sums of Mean Computed 
variation squares® squares Fb 
Parents Crosses 2 114.33 57.163 456.18*** 
(A01 & AW2) 
Experimental 
error 12 1.51 0.13 5.38*** 
Sampling 
error 135 3.15 0.02 
A13 
ft 
Crosses 1 92.81 92.81 565.76*** 
Experimental 
error 8 1.31 0.16 4.77*** 
Sampling 
error 90 3.10 0.03 
A10 Crosses 1 69.50 69.50 780.85*** 
Experimental 
error 8 0.71 0.09 2.96** 
Sampling 
error 90 2.71 0.03 
A6 Crosses 1 112.89 112.89 991.49*** 
Experimental 
error 8 0.91 0.11 3.63** 
Sampling 
error 90 2.82 0.03 
a Analysis performed on log—transformed data 
b Significant at the 1% (**) or 0.1% (***) level 
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Fig. 1 a-b. Incompatible and compatible crosses of Zinnia angustifolia 
stained with aniline blue in lactophenol and viewed using normal light 
microscopy. a. incompatible mating (A13xA13) with stained pollen and 
burst pollen tubes (arrows); b« compatible mating (A13xA10) with stained 
(right, arrow) and unstained (left, arrow) germinated pollen. 
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Fig, 2 a-b. Incompatible and compatible crosses of Zinnia angustifolia 
stained with aniline blue in lactophenol and viewed using normal light 
microscopy, a, incompatible mating (A10xA9) with few adhering pollen 
grains; b. compatible mating (A13xA10) with many adhering pollen grains. 
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Fig. 2 c. Compatible cross of Zinnia angustifolia stained with aniline 
blue in lactophenol and viewed using UV epifluorescence microscopy. 
Compatible mating (A10xA4) with germinated pollen. 
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Fig. 3 a—b. Incompatible and compatible crosses of Zinnia angustifolia 
stained with decolorized aniline blue and viewed using UV 
epifluorescence microscopy, a. compatible mating (AlOxAWl) with normal 
pollen tube growth; b. incompatible mating (A13xA13) with abnormal 
pollen tube growth and callose lenticules in adjacent papillae. 
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Fig. 3 c-d. Incompatible crosses of Zinnia angustifolia stained with 
decolorized aniline blue and viewed using UV epifluorescence microscopy. 
c. incompatible mating (AW2xAW2) with callose in papillae; 
d. incompatible mating (AllxA14) with low pollen load and callose 
lenticules in papillae representing former sites of pollen attachment. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENETICS OF SELF-INCOMPATIBILITY IN ZINNIA ANGUSTIFOLIA 
Introduction 
Self-incompatibility (SI) is defined as the physiological inability 
of an organism possessing both functional male and female gametes to be 
self-fertilized (Hughes and Babcock, 1950). The SI system is based on 
the capacity of the pistil to reject a pollen grain (or tube) expressing 
an identical incompatibility phenotype, and incompatible pollen may be 
derived either from the same ramet, different ramets, or different 
genets. Sporophytic self-incompatibility (SSI) is determined by the 
genotype of the sporophytic parent plant producing the pollen grain, and 
sporophytic control of SI has been determined for many Compositae 
species (Gerstel, 1950; Hughes and Babcock, 1950; Crowe, 1954; Habura, 
1957; Jain and Gupta, 1960; Barkley, 1968; Brewer and Parlevliet, 1969; 
Shchori, 1969; Imrie and Knowles, 1971; Eenink, 1981b; Stephens et al., 
1982; Zagorski et al., 1983; Davidson and Stace, 1986). 
Zinnia (Compositae, tribe Heliantheae) is comprised of approximately 
17 species, all native to the New World (Torres, 1963). Self- 
pollination tests of most of the 17 Zinnia species have indicated SI is 
common within the genus (Pollard, 1939; Torres, 1962, 1963; Olorode, 
1970). Zinnia angustifolia HBK (formerly Z. linearis Bent-h. [Torres, 
1963]) has been shown to be SI, based on selfing tests (Olorode, 1970) 
and microscopal observations (Boyle and Stiraart, 1986a,b). However, no 
studies on the inheritance of SI in Zinnia have been reported. 
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All Corapositae species except Helianthus annuus (Habura, 1957; 
Shchori, 1969) and Chrysanthemum morifolium (Zagorski et al., 1983) have 
been reported as having a monofactorial, polyallelic system controlling 
SI. In these two species, a multifactorial, polyallelic system has been 
hypothesized. The presence of 3 loci controlling the SI system in C_. 
morifolium is easily explained due to its hexaploid constitution; in 
contrast H. annuus is diploid. Since Zinnia and Helianthus are both in 
the Heliantheae tribe, genetic analysis of SI in Z_. angustifolia would 
provide evidence indicating whether multifactorial control of SI is 
widespread in the Heliantheae tribe or restricted in distribution. 
Additionally, determination of S-allele genotypes for Z_. angustifolia 
clones and their F-^ progenies would be useful in future investigations 
of interspecific incompatibility with Z_. elegans (Boyle and Stimart, 
1986a,b). The objectives of the following study were to characterize 
the SI system and S-allele relationships in Z_. angustif olia. 
Materials and Methods 
General procedures 
All experiments were performed at the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, MA (42° 22.5' N latitude). Techniques used in seed germination 
and culture of plant material were similar to those previously reported 
(Boyle and Stimart, 1983, 1986b). Plant development was controlled 
during fall, winter, and early spring by regulating photoperiod with 
supplementary incandescent irradiation from 1600 to 2200 HR (12 umol s“l 
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m“2)# Greenhouse temperatures were maintained at a minimum of 18°/20°C 
(night/day). 
Inflorescences were emasculated by removing hermaphroditic disk 
florets 1-3 .days prior to anthesis, and each inflorescence was 
subsequently covered with a glassine bag. Pollinations were performed 
1-3 days after emasculation by transferring pollen from disk florets to 
receptive stigmas of the female parent using a fine-tip paint brush; 
inflorescences were re-covered following pollinations. 
Description of plant material 
* 
Two plants of Z_. angustifolia (A01 and AW2) were used as parental 
material. Plants were selected at random among seedlings of 2 
commercial cultivars and asexually propagated (cloned) by rooting 
terminal shoot cuttings under intermittent mist. Previous studies 
indicated A01 and AW2 produced functional pollen and ovules, were 
reciprocally cross-compatible, and were highly SI, with self- 
pollinations resulting in less than 2% of florets producing embryos 
(Boyle and Stimart, 1986a,b). 
An population was generated using A01 as the maternal parent and 
AW2 as the paternal parent, and 14 seedlings (designated A1 through A14) 
were selected randomly and cloned as previously described. The 14 full- 
sibs were intercrossed in a full diallel and reciprocally backcrossed to 
both A01 and AW2. Preliminary crosses indicated all 14 F^ seedlings 
produced functional pollen and ovules. 
Three full-sib F2 families were generated from cross-compatible F^ 
siblings, and 15 seedlings from each F2 family were crossed (as maternal 
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parents) to both parents, A01, and AW2. Four backcross (BC^) 
families were produced from crosses between FIs and compatible parental 
clones, and 15 seedlings from each BC^ family were crossed (as maternal 
parents) to the F-]_ parent and the recurrent BC parent (A01 or AW2). 
Assessment of self-incompatibility 
Embryological observations were performed 21 days after pollinations 
\ 
by excising ovules and removing the embryo sac under a dissecting 
microscope (25X). Presence or absence of an embryo was recorded for 
each dissected floret, and the percentage of florets with embryos was 
calculated for each cross. Approximately 35-40 florets (from 4-8 
inflorescences) were pollinated for each cross in the F^ diallel and 
among F2 and BC^ progenies. 
Frequency histograms were used for determining whether crosses were 
compatible or incompatible (Stephens et al., 1982). Histograms were 
constructed from percentage data (% florets with embryos) calculated 
among F^, F2» and BC^ progenies. Data were grouped into classes using a 
class interval of 5% and plotted against the number of crosses 
comprising the class interval. The cut-off values separating 
incompatible from compatible crosses was based on the distribution of 
classes in the histograms. 
For 6 BC^ progeny, embryological data were supplemented with 
microscopal observations in order to determine the compatibility- 
incompatibility status. Twenty-four hr following pollinations, styles 
were removed from florets and fixed in Carnoy's fluid (6:3:1 of 95% 
ethanol, chloroform and glacial acetic acid) for 24 hr or longer. 
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Styles were washed in distilled water, softened for 5-6 hr in 8N NaOH, 
rewashed in distilled water, and cleared for 30-60 min in 86% lactic 
acid. Material was washed again in distilled water, rinsed in 0.025M 
Trisglycine buffer (pH 8.4) to reduce fluorescence quenching (Mulcahy 
and Mulcahy, 1987),’ and stained using 0.01% aniline blue in 0.1M K3PO4 
(Martin, 1958) for a minimum of 1 hr or longer. Incident-light 
fluorescence microscopy was performed using a Zeiss Standard microscope 
equipped with a 100W high pressure Hg lamp and filter set for UV-violet 
excitation. The compatibility-incompatibility status was based on 
observations of pollen load, pollen germination, and presence/absence of 
callose in pollen tubes and stigraatic papillae. A minimum of 5 stigmas 
(collected from 2 inflorescences) were observed for each cross. 
Development and testing of SI models 
The and backcross data were arranged in a diallel matrix, 
grouping all clones with similar compatibility patterns. Crosses were 
designated as "+" if compatible and if incompatible. The diallel 
matrix was generated using the Self Incompatibility Genetic Modeling 
Application Systems-1 (SIGMAS-1) software package (Liedl and Anderson, 
1985). 
In order to establish a working hypothesis for the genetics of SI 
for Z. angustifolia, 312 SI models were developed for comparison with 
the data (see Appendix). All models assumed monogenic control of SI and 
presence of either 2,3 or 4 S-alleles. Models were constructed with all 
possible combinations of independent and dominant gene action of S- 
alleles in pollen and stigma. In total, 12 gametophytic SI models 
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(assuming independent action of S-alleles in pollen and pistil) and 300 
sporophytic SI models (assuming independence and/or dominance of S— 
alleles in pollen and/or pistil) were compared with the P generation 
(A01xAW2), diallel, and BC data for Z_. angustifolia to determine 
whether a gametophytic or sporophytic SI system was present (see 
appendix for models). 
Fourteen sporophytic SI models (assuming dominance of S-alleles in 
pollen and pistil) were selected as possibilities based on agreement of 
model results with the P generation, F^ diallel, and BC data for Z_ 
angustifolia. One model was selected from among the 14, based on 
additional data derived from the F2 and BC^ families. Chi-square tests 
were used to determine the goodness-of-fit between observed results and 
expected values of F2 and BC^ data (Steel and Torrie, 1980). 
Results and Discussion 
Two intra-incompatible but reciprocally compatible classes were 
obtained from the F^ full-sib diallel (Tables 8 and 9). Among the 
backcrosses, 1 class (Al, A2, A4, A6, A8, and A13) was reciprocally 
cross-compatible with A01 and reciprocally cross-incompatible with AW2. 
In contrast, the second class (A3, A5, A7, A9, A10, All, A12, and A14) 
was reciprocally cross-compatible with AW2, but reciprocally cross¬ 
incompatible with A01. The F^ frequency histogram for percentage of 
florets with embryos was bimodally distributed, with incompatible 
crosses yielding 15% or fewer embryos, whereas compatible crosses 
yielded 50% or more embryos (Fig. 4). 
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The 3 F2 families exhibited 2, 3, or 4 compatibility classes in 
crosses to the F]_ and P generation (A01 and AW2) clones used as pollen 
parents (Tables 10-12). The F2 family derived from A2xA5 segregated 
into 2 compatibility patterns, with 13 seedlings compatible with A5 and 
A01 but incompatible with A2 and AW2, and 2 seedlings incompatible with 
all 4 pollen testers (Table 10). The 15 F2 seedlings obtained from 
AllxA4 produced 3 compatibility patterns: 9 seedlings were compatible 
with All and A01 and incompatible with A4 and AW2; 5 were compatible 
with A4 and AW2 and incompatible with All and A01; and 1 was compatible 
with all 4 pollen testers (Table 11). Four compatibility patterns were 
observed among the 15 F2 seedlings derived from A12xA13: 8 seedlings 
were compatible with A12 and A01 and incompatible with A13 and AW2; 5 
were compatible with A13 and AW2 and incompatible with A12 and A01; 1 
was compatible with A13, A01, and AW2 and incompatible with A12; and 1 
was compatible with A12 and AW2 but incompatible with A13 and A01 (Table 
12). The F2 frequency histogram for percentage of florets with embryos 
was also bimodally distributed, with incompatible crosses yielding 20% 
or fewer embryos whereas compatible crosses yielded 45% or more embryos 
(Fig. 5). 
Among the 4 BC^ progenies, 3 or 4 compatibility classes were 
exhibited within each family. Three patterns were observed among the 15 
BC^ progeny derived from A2xA01: compatible with the F]_ parent (A2) and 
incompatible with the recurrent BC parent (A01); compatible with the 
recurrent BC parent and incompatible with the F]_ parent; and compatible 
with both parents (Table 13). The 15 BC]^ progeny of A4xA01 displayed 4 
compatibility patterns, with 14 seedlings exhibiting 3 patterns 
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identical to those observed among BC^-A2xA01 progeny, and additionally, 
1 seedling which was incompatible with both parents (Table 14). 
Similarly, the 15 BC^ progeny of A5xAW2 segregated into 4 compatibility 
patterns identical to those demonstrated by the BC^-A4xA01 progeny 
(Table 15). Three compatibility patterns were observed among the 15 
BC^-A12xAW2 progeny: compatible with the F]_ parent and incompatible with 
the recurrent BC parent; compatible with the recurrent BC parent and 
incompatible with the parent; and incompatible with both parents 
(Table 16). The compatibility patterns for the F2 and BC^ families are 
summarized in Table 17. The BC^ frequency histogram for the percentage 
florets with embryos also exhibited a bimodal distribution, with 
crosses yielding 15% embryos or fewer considered incompatible, and those 
yielding 40% or more considered compatible (Fig. 6). Six BC]^ seedlings, 
however, yielded between 25% and 40% florets with embryos in crosses 
with the F-l and/or recurrent BC parents. Among these seedlings, 5 were 
determined to be compatible and 1 was incompatible, based on microscopal 
observations using the aniline blue fluorescence (ABF) method. 
The 312 SI models (1 S—locus with 2,3, or 4 alleles) were tested 
against the data from Z_. angustifolia, and in order to be acceptable, 
the models had to satisfy the following requirements: 1) reciprocal 
cross-compatiblity between the parental clones; 2) 2 inter-compatible 
and intra-incompatible classes among the F^ progeny; 3) among the 
backcrosses, all individuals in one F^ class were compatible with one 
parent, whereas all individuals in the other F^ class were compatible 
with the other parent; 4) no reciprocal differences among the 
backcrosses; 5) 2, 3, or 4 compatibility patterns within each F2 family; 
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and 6) 3 or 4 compatibility patterns within each BC^ family. The 12 
gametophytic and 12 sporophytic SI models based on independent gene 
action were tested against the above criteria and failed to satisfy 1 or 
more of the requirements (Tables 18 and 19). 
Among the 288 sporophytic SI models with allelic dominance in pollen 
and/or pistil, 14 satisfied the first 4 criteria but either failed or 
only partially satisfied the latter 2 criteria (Table 20). Only 1 among 
the 14 models approximated the compatibility patterns observed among as 
the F2 and BC^ progenies. However, in order for this model to be valid, 
some compatibility patterns had to be eliminated. This included 8 F2 
and BC^ progeny that were incompatible with all pollen testers and 2 F2 
progeny displaying compatibility patterns which were obvious deviations 
* 
from the main patterns (Table 17). 
The model chosen as a working hypothesis was based on a single-locus 
sporophytic system operating with 3 alleles and following a linear 
dominance series, where is dominant to S2 and S3, and S2 is dominant 
to S3 in both pollen and stigma. According to this hypothesis, the 
parental clones would have the following genotypes: 1) A01 is homozygous 
and S22; and 2) AW2 is heterozygous and S33 (Table 21). The full-sib 
diallel consisted of 2 classes, with 1 class being Si2 and the other S23 
(Table 21). The model was tested by performing chi-square tests of S- 
genotype ratios from the F2 and BC3 families (Table 22). The observed 
S-genotype ratios were significantly different from the expected values 
among only 1 of the 3 F2 families (A2xA5); in this cross, only Si_ 
genotypes were generated, whereas equivalent numbers of S2_ genotypes 
were expected. A similar deviation was reported previously by Stephens 
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et al. (1982) in their study of SI in the composite Ageratum 
houstonianum. The A2xA5 population size was too small to account for 
the deficient genotype, and it is possible that contamination may have 
occured during the seed production phase which produced a surplus of 
Sf_ genotypes. Among the 4 BC^ families, the observed S-genotype ratios 
did not significantly differ from the expected values (Table 22). 
\ 
As stated previously, the hypothesized model did not fully explain 
the SI responses of Z_. angustifolia and required elimination of 
"aberrant" compatibility patterns in order to be tested, and the 
K 
presence of these compatibility patterns requires an explanation. It 
should be emphasized that: 1) none of the 14 sporophytic models could 
account for the "aberrant" compatibility patterns evident among F2 and 
BCi progeny; and 2) only 10 among a total of 105 F2 and BC^ progeny 
( 9%) differed from the expected compatibility patterns. Unexpected 
compatibility classes were also discovered among BC^ progeny of 
Parthenium argentatum (Gerstel, 1950). 
A number of hypotheses may be advanced to account for the "aberrant" 
compatibility patterns. One hypothesis is the presence of female 
sterility among F2 and BC^ progeny, possibly due to inbreeding 
depression. Although parental and F^ clones were tested and found to be 
male and female fertile, F2 and BC^ progeny were not tested due to time 
restrictions. Female sterility is a likely explanation among those 
progeny which were incompatibile with all pollen testers, since 7 out of 
8 of these progeny did not produce embryos (Tables 10, 14, 15, and 16); 
in contrast, incompatible crosses among most F2 and BC^ progeny produced 
some embryos. A second hypothesis would be contamination from self (or 
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foreign) pollen during production of F2 and BC^ seed. Although the 
emasculation and pollination technique was stringent, it is possible 
that contamination could have occurred, and this may account for some of 
the compatibility patterns evident among the F2 and BC]^ progeny. A 
third hypothesis is the presence of novel S-allele relationships, i.e., 
interactions or mutual weakening (de Nettancourt, 1977). The occurrence 
of S-allele interactions or mutual weakening would be expected to 
\ ' ' 
generate an excess of progeny expressing compatibility patterns in which 
many or all crosses were ompatible. However, the data indicate most of 
the "aberrant" compatibility patterns are due to incompatibility with 
all pollen testers, and thus novel S-allele relationships are unlikely 
to occur among the Z. angustifolia plant material utilized in this 
study. A fourth hypothesis is that the SI reaction is modified by 
gene(s) independent of the S-locus, as previously reported for Brassica 
campestris (Hinata and Okazaki, 1986), although the data does not 
provide any evidence of additional gene(s) modifying the SI response in 
Z. angustifolia. A fifth hypothesis is that the SI system of Z. 
angustifolia is controlled by a multigenic sporophytic SI system with 
some degree of dominance. Among species displaying sporophytic SI 
systems, multigenic (2-loci) SI systems have been proposed for the 
crucifers Capsella grandiflora (Riley, 1936), Cardamine pratensis 
(Correns, 1912), and Eruca sativa (Verma and Lewis, 1977), and the 
composite Helianthus annuus (Habura, 1957; Shchori, 1969). However, the 
data obtained for Z. angustif olia do not support a 2-loci model: 1) 2 
compatibility classes were observed in the F^ diallel, whereas many 
compatibility classes are normally obtained among species expressing 2- 
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loci systems (de Nettancourt, 1977); and 2) the existence of a 2-loci 
sporophytic SI system for which 1 locus is homozygous for an S-allele is 
not possible, since all crosses would be incompatible due to matching of 
incompatibility determinants. Thus, the data suggests the "aberrant" 
incompatibility patterns are likely due to female sterility and/or 
contamination rather than novel S-allele relationships, presence of 
modifier genes, or additional loci controlling the SI response. 
In addition to Z_. angustifolia, the inheritance of SI has been 
elucidated for 2 other species in the Heliantheae tribe; Cosmos 
bipinnatus (Crowe, 1954) and Helianthus annuus (Habura, 1957; Shchori, 
1969). It is evident that the SI system in Zinnia is more similar to 
the one hypothesized for Cosmos, i.e., a monofactorial sporophytic SI 
system with dominance and independence in both pollen and style, 
compared to Helianthus, which was postulated to be a 2-loci SI system. 
It is noteworthy to add that the base chromosome number (x) for Cosmos 
and Zinnia is 12, with C_. bipinnatus and Z_. angustif olia 2n = 24, 
whereas the genus Helianthus is x = 17 and H_. annuus is 2n = 34 
(Darlington and Wylie, 1956; Torres, 1963). These differences may 
reflect an evolutionary divergence within the Heliantheae and an 
amphiploid constitution for Helianthus, and this would explain the 2 
loci controlling the SI response. Additional research is necessary to 
substantiate this hypothesis. 
In conclusion, a gametophytic or sporophytic SI system based on 
independent gene action in pollen and pistil is not likely to operate 
for Z. angustifolia, as all 24 models failed to satisfy the required 
criteria generated from the full sib diallel. The agreement of data 
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for Z_. angustifolia and predicted values for the tested model support 
the conclusion that SI in Z. angustifolia is a one-locus sporophytic 
system expressing a linear dominance series in both pollen and stigma. 
\ 
Table 8. Percent florets with embryos observed in the full sib 




A2 A4 A6 A8 A13 A3 A5 A7 A9 A10 All A12 A14 A01 AW2 
A1 4 0 0 0 0 0 74 67 63 86 84 85 81 93 52 6 
A2 0 3 3 0 3 0 76 86 92 88 78 91 94 97 67 3 
A4 0 0 9 0 6 0 77 77 87 78 92 84 81 76 84 4 
A6 0 0 0 6 0 0 64 71 54 85 61 58 69 79 56 0 
A8 3 0 6 3 8 0 86 91 77 85 84 76 82 84 71 1 
A13 6 3 0 0 0 4 74 83 89 80 87 76 76 84 56 2 
A3 97 71 94 85 87 81 8 0 3 3 6 5 2 0 5 73 
A5 63 89 86 70 81 90 0 10 6 0 0 0 7 0 10 74 
A7 79 94 76 82 62 66 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 66 
A9 94 82 74 73 86 82 3 2 4 3 3 0 3 0 10 67 
A10 77 79 86 77 74 90 0 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 10 73 
All 81 78 93 91 67 88 0 0 6 8 3 11 7 0 10 81 
A12 82 81 83 77 81 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 7 61 
A14 82 77 85 84 95 89 2 0 5 3 0 0 2 12 5 79 
AOl 83 89 77 78 91 85 0 5 0 10 3 0 5 3 8 73 
AW2 0 0 0 5 0 0 57 79 61 63 67 93 63 70 64 3 
Table 9. Compatibility patterns in the full sib diallel and 
reciprocal backcrosses to both parents. 
A1 A2 A4 A6 A8 A13 A3 A5 A7 A9 A10 All A12 A14 A01 AW2 
A1 -ab_ ____ + + + + + + + + + 
A3 + + + + + + ------- - - + 
A5 + + + + + + ________ - + 
A7 + + + + + + ________ _ + 
A9 + + + + + + ----- - + 
A10 + + + + + + ----- - + 
All + + + + + + ________ - + 
A12 + + + + + + — — — — — — — — — + 
A14 + + + + + + ________ - + 
A01 + + + + + + ________ - + 
AW2 ______ + + + + + + + + + 
a +: compatible; -: incompatible 
b Compatible crosses yielded 52% or more florets with embryos and 
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Table 13. Percent embryo set and compatibility patterns in the 
backcross progeny A2xA01, tested with both its parents 
A2xA01 A2 4 A01 
Z Florets Comp Z Florets Comp 
£ w/ embryos v/ embryos 
1 12 _a 88 + 
2 63 + 9 — 
3 0 - 77 + 
4 61 + 14 _ 
5 68 + 12 — 
6 61 + 4 — 
7 51 + 43 + 
8 14 — 69 + 
9 11 - 64 + 
10 11 — 50 + 
11 5 — 57 + 
12 73 + 17 — 
13 52 + 42 + 
14 16 - 64 + 
15 10 — 66 + 
a + : compatible; incompatible 
Table 14. Percent embryo set and compatibility patterns in the 
backcross progeny A4xA01, tested with both its parents 
A4xA01 
? 
</A4 <f A01 
Z Florets Comp Z Florets Comp 
v/ embryos v/ embryos 
1 72 +a 7 _ 
2 72 + 5 _ 
3 75 + 9 _ 
4 80 + 11 _ 
5 16 - 84 + 
6 80 + 6 _ 
7 17 — 6 _ 
8 9 — 80 + 
9 50 + 5 _ 
10 86 + 4 _ 
11 87 + 45 4- 
12 63 + 37 + 
13 28 — 55 + 
14 3 — 32 + 
15 69 + 5 __ 
a +: compatible; incompatible 
Table 15. Percent embryo set and compatibility patterns in the 
backcross progeny A5xAW2, tested with both its parents 
\ ; * : 
A5xAH2 
¥ 
<3 A5 <f AW2 
Z Florets 
w/ embryos 
Comp Z Florets Comp 
w/ embryos 
1 0 _a 0 — 
2 51 + 0 — 
3 68 + 6 — 
4 57 + 65 + 
5 57 + 6 — 
6 57 + 0 — 
7 49 + 51 + 
8 9 — 53 + 
9 7 — 2 — 
10 53 + 60 + 
11 52 + 67 4* 
12 54 + 2 — 
13 56 + 2 — 
14 50 + 5 — 
15 56 + 9 _ 
a + : compatible; incompatible 
Table 16. Percent embryo set and compatibility patterns in the 
backcross progeny A12xAW2, tested with both its parents 
A12xAW2 A12 <f AW2 
Z Florets Comp Z Florets Comp 
v/ embryos w/ embryos 
1 55 +a 0 _ 
2 61 + 0 _ 
3 0 - 0 
4 62 + 6 _ 
5 14 - 50 + 
6 9 - 81 + 
7 53 + 9 _ 
8 7 — 61 + 
9 63 + 4 __ 
10 0 — 0 
11 50 + 0 
12 55 + 6 _ 
13 0 — 0 _ 
14 11 — 79 + 
15 75 + 0 
a +: compatible; incompatible 
Table 17, Compatibility patterns for F£ and backcross (BC^) 
progenies of Z. angustifolia. Compatibility patterns derived 
from crosses between F2 and backcross progenies (as $>) with F]_ 
and parental (AW2 and A01) clones (as d) 
Cross No. of 
progeny 
Pollen source 
Fl A01 AW2 
F2s 
A12xA13 8 +a + - 
5 + — + 
lb + + + 
X. lb + - + 
A2xA5 13 + + _ 
2b - - - - 
AllxA4 9 + — 
5 + - + 
1 + + + 
BCs 
A12xAW2 8 + - 
4 — + 
3b - - 
A4xA01 8 + — 
4 - + 
2 + + 
lb - - 
A5xAW2 8 + — 
1 - + 
4 + + 
2b - - 
A2xA01 8 — + 
5 + - 
2 + + 
a +: compatible; incompatible 
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Table 21. Hypothesized S-allele genotypes in the diallel 
and backcrosses. Model based on single—locus sporophytic self 
incompatibility system with a linear dominance series (S^>S2>S3) 
in both pollen and stigma 
*1 Parents 
A01 AW2 
o o s12 S23 S22 s13 
s12 ~a + - 




a +: compatible; incompatible 
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Table 22. Chi-square tests of S-genotype ratios in F2 and backcross 
progenies 
Cross Genotype Observed Expected P 
^x</ Si- S2- Si- s2- 
F2s 
AllxA4 s23xSi2 9 5 7 7 0.30-0.20 
A2xA5 s12xS23 13 0 6.5 6.5 >0.001 
A12xA13 s23xSi2 8 5 6.5 6.5 0.50-0.30 
Si- S23 S33 Si- S23 S33 
BCs 
A12xAW2 s23xSl3 8 4 0 6 3 3 0.20-0.10 
A5xAW2 s23xS13 8 1 4 6.5 3.25 3.25 0.50-0.30 
S12 S22 s12 S22 
A4xA01 S12XS22 4 8 6 6 0.30-0.20 
A2xA01 S12XS22 8 5 6.5 6.5 0.50-0.30 
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Fig. 4. Frequency histogram of percent embryo set from the full-sib 
diallel. 
FULL SIB DIALLEL 
# OF CROSSES 
120 Y 
% EMBRYO SET 
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Fig. 5. Frequency histogram of percent embryo set from F2 progenies. 
f2 progenies 
\ 
# OF CROSSES 
% EMBRYO SET 
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Fig. 6. Frequency histogram of percent embryo set from backcross 
progenies. 
BACKCROSS PROGENIES 
# OF CROSSES 
% EMBRYO SET 
APPENDIX 
Theoretical sporophytic and gametophytic self-incompatibility (SI) 
models based on number of alleles, allelic relationships, and parental 
genotypes. 
I. Four alleles: 
A. Sporophytic SI system: 
1) Allelic relationships in pollen and stigma: 
a) independence: Si=S2=S3=S4 
b) dominance: S1>S2=S3=S4 
c) dominance: S1>S2>S3=S4 
d) dominance: Si>S2=S3>S4 
e) dominance: Si>S2>S3>S4 
f) dominance: Si=S2>S3>S4 
g) dominance: S1=S2>S3=S4 
h) dominance: Si=S2=S3>S4 
2) Genotype possibilities: 
a) Si2xS34 and reciprocal 
b) S13XS24 and reciprocal 
c) S23XS14 and reciprocal 
3) Possible models: 8x8x3=192 
B. Gametophytic SI system: 
1) Allelic relationships in pollen and stigma: 
a) independence: Si=S2=S3=S4 
2) Genotype possibilities: 
a) same as for sporophytic system. 
3) Possible models: lxlx3=3 
cont. next page 
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II. Three alleles: 
A. Sporophytic SI system: 
1) Allelic relationships in pollen and stigma: 
a) independence: S;l=S2=S3 
b) dominance: S^>S2=S3 
c) dominance: S^=S2>S3 
d) dominance: S^>S2>S3 
2) Genotype possibilities: 








3) Possible models: 4x4x6=96 
B. Gametophytic SI systems: 
1) Allelic relationships: 
a) independence: S^=S2=S3 
2) Genotype possibilities: 
a) same as for sporophytic system. 
3) Possible models: lxlx6=6 
cont. next page 
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III. Two alleles: 
A. Sporophytic SI systems: 
1) Allelic relationships in pollen and stigma: 
a) independence: S;l=S2 
b) dominance: S]^>S2 




3) Possible models: 2x2x3=12 
B. Gametophytic SI systems: 
1) Allelic relationships in pollen and stigma: 
a) independence: S]^=S2 
* 




3) Possible models: 1x3=3 
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